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ACTIVITY Grades K–4

Echo Reading
Echo reading involves a teacher reading a short phrase or sentence and the student echoing the phrase back, 
using the same rate and intonation. This aligns with the CCSS Reading: Foundational Skills fluency subskill 
standard that emphasizes students’ ability to read with appropriate rate and expression. It is important for the 
teacher to interpret the passage with the author’s intended meaning. To introduce echo reading, choose a short 
poem or passage that presents natural phrases on single lines. For example, Nancy White Carlstrom’s Guess 
Who’s Coming, Jesse Bear (1998) for younger students uses poetry to tell their stories. To echo read these books, 
you read a line and emphasize the underlined words, and the student echoes it using your rate and intonation. 
The slashes indicate where you stop and allow the reader to echo.

Echo reading is especially effective with English learners because they see the words and hear the correct 
intonation. Stress correct intonation when English learners echo the phrases and sentences.

Guess Who’s Coming, Jesse Bear
Wednesday /
I count and look and then sit down. /
She knows she never will be found. /
At hiding Sara is the best. /
It gives us both a little rest. /

(unpaged)

Echo reading can be enjoyable for both you and the students when you practice small segments of passages 
that you both enjoy.

ACTIVITY Grades 1–5

Read Two ImPress
Samuels (1979/1997) research shows that repeated readings increate words per minute (WPM), automaticity, 
and increased reading levels of more difficult texts. Heckelman (1969) research shows that Neurological-Impress 
method to increase student’s fluency. With this method, the tutor sits on the reader’s dominant side. They read a 
text together with the teacher, using good expression and reading slightly ahead of student. Read Two ImPress 
strategy combines these two strategies (Young et al., 2015):

1.  Select a text that is one year above student’s independent level.
2.  The tutor, sting on the tutor’s dominant side, and student read a short passage together. With the tutor using 

good expression and reading slightly ahead of student.
3. The student rereads the passage by himself. If the student struggles during the reread, the teacher again reads 

with the student.
4.  The student repeats the reading until he can read the passage fluently by himself.

INTERVENTION STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES

Several activities, including readers theater, echo reading, and choral reading, in this chapter’s Intervention 
section teach effective fluency to English learners.
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ACTIVITY Grades 2–5

Oral Recitation Lesson (ORL)
The oral recitation lesson (ORL) developed by Reutzel and Hollingsworth (1993) was designed for a classroom set-
ting with second graders. However, you can modify this strategy to work with any struggling reader who lacks com-
prehension and prosody skills. Choose material at the student’s instructional level. Passages with repeated refrains, 
cumulative episodes, rhyming patterns, or poetry are good. The ORL has two major components: the first is direct 
instruction by the teacher; the second is indirect instruction. The following are the steps for the direct instruction:

1. Read and discuss the story with the student completing a story map (see Chapter 9).
2. Ask the student to write a summary using the story map.
3. Model expressive reading.
4. Have the student practice by reading chorally with you.

The indirect instruction occurs when the student practices the short passage in a “soft reading voice” while you 
check progress in accuracy and fluency. After the student has “polished” the passage, he can perform it for a small 
group or for the class.

ACTIVITY Grades 1–8

The Fluency Develop Lesson
Rasinski (2017) found the following strategy to be successful in Kent State University reading clinic after four 
weeks of four-day lessons.

 1. Teacher selects a short poem or narrative or informational passage that is slightly about the students’ reading 
level.

 2. Teacher enlarges a copy of the passage on whiteboard or poster so all students can read it.
 3. Teacher makes two smaller copies for each student.
 4. Teacher reads the passage with appropriate expression and discusses the passage so students comprehend it.
 5. Teacher displays the enlarged copy and reads the passage again.
 6. Teacher and students read the passage chorally two or three times.
 7. Teacher divides class into groups of two or three and from their individual copy have students practice the 

passage in small groups for about five minutes.
 8. Students are then invited to perform the passage in front of others so students understand the importance of 

being fluent.
 9. Teacher and student select five to ten words from passage to have as a word study; they examine the parts 

of the word (prefix, suffix, roots,) and put into recognize word families.
10. Students take the second individual copy home so they can read the passage to the family.
11. The following day there is a new passage with all steps repeated.

ACTIVITY Grades K–3

Carbo Recorded-Book Method
Research indicates that children benefit from assisted reading. Reading along with audiobooks increases a read-
er’s fluency, word recognition, and comprehension (Allington, 2006; Carbo, 1998; Koskinen et al., 1999). How-
ever, too often commercial read-along audiobooks proceed too quickly for most struggling readers to follow 
along. The Carbo Recorded-Book Method is a technique for using teacher-produced audio texts. The teacher 
selects interesting reading material that is at or a little above the reader’s reading level. The passage is recorded 
(1) at a slow pace; (2) in short, natural phrases; and (3) with excellent expression.

The purpose of this method is to produce recordings that permit the disfluent reader to read along success-
fully. After reading along with them at school, the students take the recordings home for more practice and to 
involve their parents in the learning process.
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ACTIVITY Grades 1–8

E-books and Audiobooks
Today the electronic devices are more affordable and there is a wide array of electronic texts, with professional 
readers reading the texts so the audio is no longer the computer voice that was annoying to some students. The 
electronic books have many features that permit students to adjust font size, font type, line spacing, margin size, 
background color, and switch from e-book to audiobook. Newer e-books permit student to click on an unknown 
word to hear the pronunciation and definition that assists in building their vocabulary. The newer e-books also 
permit students to highlight passages and insert notes. Larson (2015) found that the newer versions of e-books 
with all these features motive students to read more in and out of the classroom.

ACTIVITY Grades 2–8

Record, Listen, Reflect
Often times, students do not realize what they sound like when they read; they do not realize they lack fluency. 
Fluency is much more than rate; it also includes expression, correct pauses, observing punctuation, and articula-
tion. Record, Listen, Reflect strategy encourages students to use iPads to improve their fluency. Ness (2016) uses 
this strategy to teach students to self-evaluate and to set goals for future recordings.

1. Using an iPad, the student reads short passages at his independent reading level.
2. When listening, he check if he misses, substitutes, inverts, or inserts words. As he listens, he also focuses on 

fluency; rate, expression, correct pauses, observing punctuation, and articulation.
3. When the teacher conferences with the students, they discuss the student’s self-evaluation of types of errors 

and on fluency.
4. The student then sets goals for the following readings.
5. The student is encouraged to take the iPad home and have parents listen to his fluent reading.

Strategies to Use with Small Groups
Many fluency strategies are designed for use with a small group because by practicing together, students encour-
age and support each other’s fluency. Teach the following strategies to a small group and then give the group 
ample time to practice the strategy. Encourage members to support each other in order to create a safe reading 
environment.

ACTIVITY Grades 1–3

Fluency Development Lesson (FDL)
One strategy to use with a small group is the fluency development lesson (FDL), designed by Rasinski, Padak, 
Linek, and Sturtevant (1994), who found that nearly all students who used this strategy three to four times a 
week developed fluency. The lesson is 10 to 15 minutes in length. Choose short passages of 50 to 185 words that 
are at the students’ instructional level. Then complete the following steps:

1. Give a copy of the passage to each student.
2. Read the passage while the students follow along.
3. Discuss story content and the quality of your reading (e.g., reasons for pausing or changing rate).
4. With small groups of students, read the passage chorally (in unison) or antiphonally (you read a phrase or 

sentence, and the students echo it).
5. Group the students in pairs and have each student read the passage three times to his or her partner.
6. Ask individuals or small groups to volunteer to perform the passage for the class.
7. Have students take the passage home and read it to their parents. Appendix D.28 can be sent home with the 

student in order for the parents to log the child’s fluency. Figure 11.8 is a partially completed example.
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ACTIVITY Grades 6–8

Speech Reading
Allow students to practice a monologue, famous speech, or poem and then perform it for an audience. Having 
students practice reading famous speeches, such as President Kennedy’s inaugural address (“Ask not what your 
country . . .”) or Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech, gives them opportunities to develop their 
fluency and public speaking skills. Fluency is more than reading at a fast pace (Marcell & Ferraro, 2013; Paige, 
2011; Rasinski, 2012). Speed was not the goal of either President Kennedy or Dr. King; they used varying rates, 
pauses, and intonation to convey ideas they hoped would spur listeners to action. The website www.ameri-
canrhetoric.com includes the top 100 political speeches of the twentieth century and hundreds more speeches 
spanning several centuries by presidents, politicians, and major cultural figures. The site includes transcripts for 
most speeches and videos for some. You and your students can use this site to locate speeches and to analyze the 
oratory techniques of famous Americans.

ACTIVITY Grades 5–8

Telling Jokes
Telling jokes helps students develop correct prosody so listeners get the punch line (Ness, 2009). Prosody includes 
the ability to (1) emphasize appropriate words, (2) use appropriate intonation, (3) use punctuation appropriately, (4) 
interpret characters’ emotions, and (5) pause at phrase boundaries. In order to tell a joke effectively, readers need to 
have good delivery so listeners get the humor. Readers of jokes must adhere to punctuation, intonation, and phras-
ing (Ness, 2009). Collect books of jokes and help students with intonation, punctuation, pause, and interpretation 
and then let them read the jokes to friends in small groups. These are great for struggling readers because jokes are 
short and they can practice before they read them to peers. Joke books with appropriate humor for students include

Brewer, P. (2003). You Must Be Joking! Lots of Cool Jokes, Plus 17 1/2 Tips for Remembering, Telling, and 
Making Up Your Own Jokes.

Dahl, M. (2002). The Everything Kids Joke Book.
Elliot, R. (2013). Knock-Knock Jokes for Kids.
Harwood, J. (2013). A Joke Book for Kids: Clean Jokes for Kids.
National Geographic. (2012). National Geographic Kids Just-Joking: 300 Hilarious Jokes, Tricky Tongue 

Twisters and Ridiculous Riddles.
Rosenbloom, J., & Artell (1999). The Little Giant Book of Tongue Twisters.
Terban, M. (2007). Eight Ate: A Feast of Homonym Riddles.
Weitzman, I. (2006). Jokelopedia: The Biggest, Best, Silliest, Dumbest Joke Book Ever.

Figure 11.8 Sample fluency log.

Books I Can Read By Jeff W.

TITLE AUTHOR PARENTS’ 
COMMENTS

START DATE NUMBER OF TIMES 
READ

1. Fox on Stage (250 
words)

James Marshall We worked on 
expression. But book 
was too long.

9/8 1

2. Get-up Machine 
(115 words)

Sunshine Book I read a phrase and he 
repeated it (first time).

Second time he read by 
himself.

9/20 2

3. Henry, Mudge, & 
the Long Weekend 
(250 words)

Cynthia Rylant He loved the book and 
wanted to practice it 
w/expression.

9/12 4

4. How to Make Salsa 
(192 words)

Book shop Information book was 
more difficult to get 
expression. He read 
words.

9/15 1
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ACTIVITY Grades 2–5

Storytelling for Fluency and Flair
Using Aesop fables, student can read, analyze, and create a story to tell to the class. This strategy increases stu-
dent’s oral and reading fluency as they perform the story orally or may read it (Campbell & Hlusek, 2015).

1. Two students choose a Aesop fable that they can enhance and use their imaginations.
2. Students read the story multiple times so they pictures the story in their heads.
3. Students work in pairs to discuss the story.
4. Students create storyboard by drawing at least three cartoon boxes to put a beginning, middle, end to the 

story.
5. Students, using the storyboard, practice multiple times telling the story to partner, focusing on expression so 

the audience is entertained.
6. Students form small groups and tell their story to a group and ask for critique so they can improve in their 

performance.
7. Students finally tell story to the entire class.

ACTIVITY Grades 2–6

Fluency Idol Contest
Poems are a wonderful way to help students develop fluency. They are short, and students need to comprehend 
them to communicate their message to an audience. A good way to foster a love of poetry in the class is to hold 
a Fluency Idol Contest (Calo et al., 2013), in which students read a favorite poem they have practiced. Suggested 
steps for the contest are as follows:

 1. On Monday, demonstrate how not to read a poem (in a monotone voice) and how to read a poem (with 
appropriate expression and correct pauses and rate so the audience understands its essence).

 2. Next, hand out a copy of the poem-for-the-week.
 3. Have students read and discuss the poem so all students understand it, explaining any words, phrases, or 

figures of speech that students do not understand.
 4. Model reading the poem with correct expression and then invite the class to chorally read the poem with 

you.
 5. Each day, have students practice the poem in small groups and in pairs.
 6. On Friday, randomly select three contestants, providing them with a toy microphone to use as they perform 

the poem.
 7. Advise all other class members that they are the judges who will choose the “Idol” through a secret ballot.
 8. Give all three contestants a “Certificate of Performance.”
 9. Record the performers so students can view their performances. Have students self-assess their performances 

using the rubric in Appendix C.42.
10. Throughout the semester, keep track of performers so all students get an equal number of times to perform.

Most elementary students enjoy the humorous poems of Shel Silverstein, Jack Prelutsky, and Bruce Lansky. 
Some collections of my favorites include:

•	 Shel Silverstein’s Where the Sidewalk Ends (1974), A Light in the Attic (1981), Falling Up (1996)
•	 Jack Prelutsky’s The New Kid on the Block (1984), Something Big Has Been Here (1990), A Pizza the Size of 

the Sun (1994)
•	 Arnold Lobel’s The Book of Pigericks (1983)
•	 Brod Bagert’s Rainbows, Head Lice and Pea-Green Tile (1999)
•	 David Roessel and Arnold Rampersad’s Poetry for Young People: Langston Hughes (2013)
•	 Bruce Lansky’s (editor) Miles of Smiles: Kids Pick the Funniest Poems, Book 1, Book 2, Book 3 (1996, 1997, 

1998), and If Pigs Could Fly . . . and Other Deep Thoughts (2000).

See Appendix A.4 for a list of poetry anthologies.
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ACTIVITY Grades 1–8

Readers Theater
Rasinski (2012), Marcell and Ferraro (2013), and Paige (2011) use readers theater to develop fluency. Young and 
Rasinski (2009) conducted a study with twenty-nine second graders in a Title I school, which included nine Eng-
lish learners. The study researched whether readers theater instruction (1) motivated students to perform for oth-
ers, (2) increased students’ prosody, (3) instilled confidence in students as they performed, (4) built social skills 
among students as they practiced and encouraged each other to use correct expression, and (5) helped struggling 
readers learn to read with meaning. The study revealed a 20 percent overall improvement in students’ ability to 
read with expression that reflected the meaning of the text. The readers theater was a part of a balanced literacy 
program. Readers theater also helps students meet the CCSS Reading: Foundational Skills fluency subskill of 
reading with expression and understanding.

The following websites offer free scripts to use for readers theater.

Fiction Teachers, www.fictionteachers.com/classroomtheater/theater.html
Timeless Teacher Stuff, www.timelessteacherstuff.com
Teaching Heart, www.teachingheart.net/readerstheater.htm
Tim Rasinski, www.timrasinski.com/presentations/readers_theater_1-4.pdf
Aaron Shepherd, www.aaronshep.com/rt/index.html

You may also invite students to write their own readers theater scripts. Appendix D.29 offers one based on 
the familiar “The Three Little Kittens” nursery rhyme; however, in this script these naughty little kittens have 
grown into mischievous cats. Have students use this script as a model for writing their own scripts.

Readers theater is appropriate for all ages (Larkin, 2001), but especially for older students (Moore & Hinch-
man, 2006) and for English learners (Vaughn, Mathes, Linan-Thompson, & Francis, 2005). As mentioned earlier, 
readers theater is excellent for grouping strong readers with struggling readers because they can practice their 
part before they perform for the class. You may assign parts with longer segments to more proficient readers and 
shorter segments to struggling readers.

For the strategy to aid fluency development, schedule time for the group to discuss how they want to inter-
pret the script. Then give them ample time to practice their lines by themselves and then with the group. Set aside 
blocks of time over a period of a couple of days for the group to work on expression and fluency. All readers 
theater activities should result in performances. The performance can be for other classmates, other classes, or 
parents.


